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1. List the benefits for specifiers of integrating louvres and screens into modular buildings.

Louvres and screens are pre-assembled in a factory, rather than onsite. This has several benefits, including 
protection from the elements, having all trades working in one place, Better Quality Control - the ability to pick up 
flaws before getting to site, and the ability to more easily ensure correct structural support.

2. Modular buildings have increased in prevalence in recent years. We are particularly seeing a lot of them within 
the education sector. Why is this?

Three-storey modular school buildings, with smaller footprints than the usual one-storey option, have become 
available. Also, because modular buildings are constructed off-site, there is less disruption to classes.

3. How do the sequencing patterns associated with modular buildings differ from those of conventional projects?

There is a two-step installation process. At the factory stage fabrication takes place, and also as much installation 
as possible is carried out. This allows the installation stage to be as fast and efficient as possible.

4. What design requirements do builders of modular buildings typically place on architects?

Typically, the architect provides the concept and design intent, then it’s up to the modular builder and specialist 
contractor to work together and turn this into a workable, engineered solution.

5. Name some of the design considerations involved with integrating louvres into building façades.

Consideration of what can be fabricated and installed in the factory, as opposed to what components can only 
be installed on-site; and consideration of ways to modulate design in order to simplify the installation.

6. Explain why good communication between builder, architect, and specialist contractors is critical when 
installing these products on modular buildings.

While sunshades and screens are among the last components to be installed, it is important to consider them at 
the early design stage. This is to ensure adequate structure has been allowed for with consideration of additional 
loads. Considering them early also enables you to consider all the section J requirements in terms of shade 
provision and thermal efficiency and any Green Star rating prerequisites.
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construction documentation PC 37
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